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LOCATED IN THE
HEART OF BERLIN, 
AT THE DOOR OF

TREPTOWER PARK.

3000SQ.M OF EXPERIENCE
DESIGN RESIDENCES

MOOS GARDENS



:: ABOUT ::
MOOS 🌳  is a living ecosystem in Berlin next to Treptower

Park that hosts regenerative residencies including Regens

Unite and Funding the Commons. Since 2012, MOOS has

been an ecosystem provider to find communities, sustainable

startups, activists and an international residency center for

future economic systems and cultural independence. It also

has an event center open to the public for workshops,

meetings and concerts.

seks.design 🌀  is an experience design collective building

narrative design solutions for communities. Their aim is to

co-create regenerative phygital solutions for the future

using practical experiences (seksEDS) in urban communities

like MOOS. seks is currently developing a Gen-AI

conversation tool for collective journaling, Loob, that

enables ambient integration of collective memory interfaces

in community spaces.

http://seks.design/




Building a home for friendships, personal growth and

collective agency 

:: VALUE COMPASS ::

A vil lage in the city with a hyperlocal community 

Fostering unusual alliances that pioneer

 new ways of neighbourhood-scale transformations 

WHAT

WHERE

HOW



NATURE

STEWARDSHIP

TECHNOLOGY

CULTURE

FOOD AS MEDICINECOMMUNITY

PRACTICES

HEALING

EXPLORATION

RECIPROCITY EDUCATION

INTEGRITY

WELLBEINGCONNECTION
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 :: VENUE ::



:: 0 ::
the 0 : a floating home to nurture innovation 

also known as the Dachgeschoss, this space serves as a

community-centric project living space, embodying a blend of

functionality and warmth. this sanctuary hosts seven rooms,

alongside dedicated workshop spaces, meeting rooms , and

versatile mini-pods , all underlined by the natural beauty of

wood-beam ceilings and abundant glass to welcome natural

light. it 's designed to support both large gatherings and

intimate organisational retreats, featuring spaces that cater to

diverse needs, from catering facilities to areas for quiet

contemplation. the use of unfinished wood and strategic

greenery, paired with gentle, subtle lighting, ensures a

welcoming atmosphere that adapts seamlessly to the changing

dynamics of day and night. the 0 is the fool: a testament to the

balance between creativity and community.







:: 1 ::

the 1: a space(ship) for creative catalysts

this residence stands at the forefront of regenerative

living and Web 3 innovation. this modern building

features 10 private rooms across four floors ,

complemented by a rooftop terrace for community

engagement. nestled above a multi-functional event

hall, it 's a space where individuals converge to

spearhead change through conferences, collaborative

dinners, fi lm showcases, art installations, immersive

sound sessions, enlightening talks, eco-conscious

festivals, and music gatherings. The 1 is the magician:

merging personal sanctuary with communal dynamism,

fostering a culture of creativity, sustainability, and

social impact.









:: PORTAL ::

the portal at MOOS: cultivating community, inspiring change

the Hall at MOOS is our hearth, our portal. the neighborhood

-facing event space is the home of our regenerative

ecosystem. over 300sq.m of creative space offering a unique

blend of architectural beauty and practical design. its high

ceilings and distinctive pillars give it a spacious feel, ideal

for hosting events for the regenerative community, from

workshops to conferences, accommodating up to 150 guests.

beyond its main function, the Hall encourages creativity and

collaboration, with spaces for artist studios and small

meeting nooks. it 's designed to be the heart of MOOS,

supporting and nurturing the growth of a regenerative

culture











:: EXPERIENCES ::



:: NOURISHMENT ::

in partnership with innovative caterers, we curate

experiences that reflect the best of Berlin's seasonal,

locally-sourced ingredients, guided by a spirit of

culinary intuition.

Seasonal, local, intuitive

introduces you to the lost art of fermentation, offering

a selection of probiotic-rich creations through

collaborations with community projects.

Bacteria Bar

offers a versatile menu of both vegan and non-vegan

dishes, alongside special drink creations, all rooted in

our sustainable, zero-waste philosophy.

Roots Radicals



food



:: RITUAL ::

Urban Healing Unit: sauna with infusions and ceremonial

journeys. We also provide custom designer experiences with

sound, scent and textures. 

Alchemical Worldbuilding

play with Looblabs, our gen-Ai driven conversational

ecosystem taht explores the narrative architecture of the

space. explore how your story aligns with my story and our

story. 

Collective Storytelling

we understand the importance of transformative, community-

focused experiences. our team can design, facilitate, and

guide artistic programs that can help integrate powerful

experiences at MOOS.

Integration Containers





our regenerative community design lab where we facilitate

building processes between artists, builders, and

developers to breathe life into the future of urban living

visions.

the y berlin

EDS

experience grants

experience design studios: our monthly flagship event that

interfaces with community residents and peers through

ambient installations that seamlessly marry digital tools to

physical spaces through ritual, storytelling, and

participation.

:: EXPERIMENTS ::

a new strategy to foster a purpose-driven urban community

hub while also incorporating ways to redistribute capital.

experience = community x meaning².





 :: THE MYCELIEUM ::



vybes are the vybrational frequency that resonates at the

core of our regenerative community building efforts. 

vybes are a post-transactional timeshare  mechanism

through which we consciously use the space and experience

design at MOOS. 

flexible tokens to give and build trust in our community.

:: VYBES ::



Entry : 30 Vybes

Supporter : 60 Vybes

Organisation  : 180 Vybes

garden with us to learn more about regenerative futures for

our space(ships)

◌  book a discovery call to find the energy exchange rates in

your planet’s currency ◌

:: VYBE ZODIAC ::

https://www.moos.garden/


:: VYBE FORECAST ::

this solar revolution, we drive towards: 

◌the birth of our vybe bazaar

◌vybes jump on-chain

◌vybe integration w/ hyperlocal AI for stewardship

and governance



:: CONTACT DETAILS ::

Website
moos.garden(beta)

Email Address
hello.mosgarden@gmail.com

Phone Number
+49 151 681 26224

graphics from heddi reid

http://moos.garden/
https://the-why-berlin.super.site/
https://heddiried.com/



